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'Clean' crew resides in old Sphinx
parking available for the staff at one central location," he said.
The new physical plant also serves as a check-in point for the
maintenance staff.
Each semester, the JSU campus seems to grow and change.
"We really needed a check-in point for the employees. Now,
Last fall the University acquired the Sphinx restaurant and The every morning, the staff meets andchecksin at the new physical
Pub. The buildings, located on Forney Avenue, make up the plant. They have achance to meet with their shift supervisorand
campus' new physical plant.
receivejob assignments. Then, at the end of the day, they clock
After the purchase was made, the Board of Trustees allocated
the property to the Business Affairs department.
'The old restaurant is now the custodial services administration facility," George Miller, vice president for Business Affairs,
said. "All custodial operations are controlled from that one main
point now."
Most of the space in the building is dedicated to general
meeting areas or training facilities, Miller said. In addition, all
the maintenance supervisors' offices are located there.
"We now have a place to train new employees," said Miller.
"There, the employees can receive orientation from either their
supervisor or the general manager."
The building that housed the Pub is in bad condition, Miller
said. It is currently being used by the custodial services for
storage.
Potentially dangerous chemicals are stored in the building, as
well as other readily available supplies. A machine repair shop
is also housed there.
Miller said there are several advantages to the new custodial
facilities.
Parking, Miller pointed out, is more convenient now. "The
buildings are at a fairly accessible location, and we now have
Amy Simpkins
News Wriier

Financial woes may cut
Educational Specialist
Myra Gaddis
News Wriier
The Alabama State Department
of Education recently questioned
whether or not to terminate the
Educational Specialist degree at
JSU.
The program is designed for students who are seeking six year certification in most of the education
fields at JSU.
Many of the students currently
enrolled in this post master'sdegree
program are pursuing certification
in the areas of administration or
superintendent.
"Money is a part of it," Robert
Hymer, dean of the College of
Education, said. However, Hymer
said the decision will not be made
any time soon.

Even withal1thecuts being talked
about, the State Department of
Education has recommended that
20 or more 600-level education
classes be added to maintain current education programs.
However, these courses would
require that other cuts be made.
"We certainly will look at the
educationprogram,andlookatthese
other areas and make a decision
about the one (program) that has
priority," Robert E. Kribel, vice
president for Academic Affairs,
said.
"This area is the one from which
we would have to transfer faculty
and resources," he added.
The university is carefully considering what the decision of the
Ed.S. program will be over the
coming months, Kribel said.

out there," Miller said.
The buildings provide a large storage area for the custodial
supplies used most rapidly. The staff now has access to the
supplies faster than they could in the past, he said.
"Convenience and efficiency are very important because we
have a minimal custodial staff here at JSU, and I feel the new
physical plant makes our staff more efficient," Miller added.

Teachers educate 'special'
parents at conference
Martha Hamilton
News Writer
According to the Alabama Council for Exceptional
Children, some of the finest teachers in special education belong to JSU.
Because of their expertise, five instructors were invited to speak at The Super Conference of the Council
for Exceptional Children at the University of Alabama
last weekend.
The presentations focused on building self esteem
strategies,alleviating stress among parents and families
of exceptional children, and the instructional process
and homework.
The program, Project Self-Esteem, was presented by
Cynthia Harper head of the Department of Curriculum
Instruction and Kathleen Friery, professor of Education
in the Department of Counselor Education. At the statewide meeting in Montgomery last November, Project
Self-Esteem was selected as one of the best workshops
by the Alabama Association for Counseling and Devel-

opment.
"We know that numerous schools are using th~sp o gram with high success. I feel very enthusiasticabout it,"
Fiery said. The emphasisis on ideas teachers and parents
can apply to help their children.
The JSU team also participated in a second workshop.
Other instructors who were invited for this program from
JSU's Department of Curriculum and Instruction were
Aquilla Mims,associateprofessor,who spoke on parents
in the instructional process; Steve Armstrong,professor,
who discussed education of behavior of disordered
children and parental developmenr and Greg Frith,
professor, who talked about homework in special education.
Friery and Harper discussed stress management techniques for parents in the second program.
"Many adults have problems today because they had
problems as children," Harper said. "Our efforts are
toward making the experiences of the children and
young adults more positive so they, in turn, can feel
better about who they are and what they'redoing in life."
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Candidates take sides on -issues
Melanie Jones
News Writer
TheSGA hasbeen faced with many
issues this year, and several are left
unresolved.
As the campaign for executive offices continues,The Chanticleerhas
askedcandidatesto respond to some
of the issues.
Presidential candidate Clint Baker
said the most practical solution for
the parking problem is for students
to walk because the University does
not have the money nor the .spiceto
construct new parking lots.
Baker supports the recent vote to
reduce the number of senate seats
from 50 to 35. 'The silent period of
the SGA is slowly ending," Baker
said. ''The decreasewill alleviatethe
burdensome
weight and allow
thesenate to become a more soughtafter position."
In addition to r@uc$xepr~t+
tion, Baker supkns an at-large
election of the senate rather than
representation by class, college or
organization, which have all been
suggested this year. He said that atlarge elections help to eliminate special interest groups.
Baker does not feel the officers
should get a month's paid vacation
during & summer months. "No one
deserves a paid vacation because
they don't &yeh&jj -- yet," Baker
*
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said.
nority representation.
Jackie Demck, also running for
He wants the elections to stay atpresident, feels the paid vacation is large. He said the senators are acdeserved. "We'd be here two months countable to all students and should
making plans for the whole year," work to find out what the students
want.
Demck said.
Officers may take the vacation
He wants commuter students to bewhenever they wish but must be come involved and said this can be
present for two months in the sum- done by informing them through the
various media available on campus.
mer.
Demck said parking is definitely a
Al-Amin said the month's paid vaproblem that could be resolved by cation in the summer is deserved because he would normally havea better
r m g i n g the parking spaces.
.Like 'Baker, Demck supports re- paying summer job.
'd~re~re~entationbecauseshefeelsThe other candidate for vice presiit will cut out the senators who are not dent, Sam Witherspoon, supportsthe
active. She feelsthat,fornow,elections Master Plan as a solution to the
should be held at-large, but for truly parking problem because it not only
equal representation, they should be reduces traffic,but alsomakesit easier
for students to walk or ride bikes.
held by college.
The SGA loses money with their "We don't have a parking problem
movies of the week. "PC!Ople who par- compared to other universities,"
ticipate in things generally live on Witherspoon said.
cqmpus," Dqick said, but she is not
He supports the reduced represen=,.s,~?,?f w h a t : c ~be #One to gdt the d o n . "It will give us a more quality
commuterstudents more involveh.TO senate," Witherspoon said.
do that, she said the SGA would have
Witherspoon said elections at large
do
not provide fair representations
to know the reasons the students are
and
elections by college would cut
commuting.
Yusaf Al-Amin, candidate for vice down on having a "greek" senate.
president, said the parking situation is Witherspoon is affiliated with Sigma
deplorable but feels funds would be Phi Epsilon.
better spent on other things.
He supports the paid vacation beAl-Amin supports the reduced rep- cause summers are not busy.
resentation because he thinks it will
He said the SGA needs a better
make senators more active, but he publication and prpmotion program
*is5eoneernedit will cut dawn okhi- *toinvolve commuter students.
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'Sigma Nu aids UAH colony
Shdia Lynch
News Writer
Initiated members of the-Sigma
Nu fraternity of JSU will travel to
the University of Alabama in
Huntsville to initiate members into a
young colony there.
March 31, Sigma Nu will initiate
10-12 members into the UAH
colony.
"We hope to have all our active
brothers participate," John
Fumbanks, SigrnaNupresident,said
According to Fumbanks, while
members of the fraternity were attending the Sigma Nu Deep South
Divisional Conference in Mississippi, they were approached by
members of the UAH colony for

help.
"UAH's sister fraternity at Birmingham Southern is supposed to initiate
the colony, but because BS was unable
to do it by a date needed to meet
charter deadlines," Fumbanks said,
"we were asked to help out."
This is the first time the JSU Sigma
Nu's have been given theopportunity
to initiate a new colony, Fumbanks
said.
"This is an honor to us, because it
makes an impression on Nationals,"
he said. "We are just responding to
their need for help."
The Sigma Nu colony at UAH is
trying to meet a June 13 deadline for
their charter. With the help of JSU's
chapter, they hope to meet their
deadlines.

As part of the continual effort to improve the quality of The Chanticleer,
acknowledgements are made to correct inadvertent mistakes The staff
apologizes for any inconvenience which may have occured.
On Feb. 14, the name of one SGA vice presidential candidate was
misspelled. It should be Yusaf Al-Amin.
Also in the Feb. 14 edition, the story of an altercation in between students
near Daugeae Hall reported that the problem occurred after a function of
the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity in Montgomery Auditorium.
The Chanticleer was misinforme. The party was not a function of Alpha
Phi Alpha.
In a story about drug charges one name was misspelled. It should have
been Michael Swigger.

=UPD Dockel==

Feb. 8, Christopher T. Taylor,

of 330 Weatherly Hall, was
charged with possession of alcohol by a minor.
Feb. 12, Rodney Stallings, a
former JSU student, was charged
with drinking in public near
Pannell Hall. As the officer attempted to take Stallingsinto custody, he pulled away and ran.
Warrants have been obtained for
drinking in public and resisting
arrest.
Feb. 13, Duane E. F. Nall of
Weatherly Hall .was arrested for
possession of alcohol by a minor.

-All students graduating at the end of the Spring or Summer terms must
take the CollegeBase Examination.Studentsshouldregister at thefollowing
locations:
Communications and Fine Arts
212 Self Hall
Commerce & Business Admin.
110 Memll Hall
Criminal Justice
126 Brewer Hall
Education
207 Ramona Hall
Letters & Sciences
114 Martin Hall
Nursing graduates
Dean's Office,
Wallace Hall
Testing Sessions:
On Campus: 2 p.m. March 5; 3 p.m. March 6; 10 a.m. March 9; 6:30 p.m.
March 11; 6:30 p.m. March 12.
Fort McClellan: 5 p.m. March 4.
JSU-Gadsden: 6 p.m. March 13; 6 p.m. March 14.
*AdultLearner's Forum will meet 3 p.m. on the 3rd floor of Montgomery
Building, Feb. 28. Marvin Jenkins, director of Career Development and
Placement will speak on "Employers' and Recruiters' Attitudes Toward
theNon-TraditionalStudent."For more information contactAliceCusimano
at 782-5020.
-The JSU Campus Ministries Association announces the second annual
Lenten services series to be held in McCluer Chapel. Lent is the season of
the church which leads up to Easter. It began on Ash Wednesday, which is
40 days before Easter. Separatesessions will be from 12 noon -12:20 p.m.
and 12:30-12:50 p.m. each Wednesday. Salt will be the symbol for Feb. 27,
when the service will be led by George Quiggle, Rector of St. Luke's
Episcopal Church. Dale Clem, Methodist Campus Minister, will lead the
March 6 service, using the symbol of fire. On March 13, Clint McDonald
of Covenant Lutheran Church will lead the meditation on the cross. The
final service of the series will be led by Chris Curvin of the Jacksonville
First Presbyterian Church. On March 27, C w i n will lead the meditation
oh bread. All members of the University Community are invited to join in
these Lenten services.
*David Walters is trying to get all uniforms, flags and marching
equipment turned in by Feb. 26. This will give all Southerners time to get
uniforms cleaned. Turn in date is Feb. 26. Uniforms and equipment held
past this date will be charged to students accounts in the business office.
-Today at 2:30 p.m.,328 Brewer Hall, The Sociology Club will host
Louis Duchin, he will speak on "Combat Psychiatry." Duchin is a military
psychiatristcurrentlystationed at Fort McClellan. He will cover such issues
as what makes men fight and die, combat fatigue, etc. his talk will be
informal and then he will accept questions.
.Society for Advancement of Mgt. will meet at 3 p.m.,Feb. 27 in 250
Memll Bldg. All business majors are invited. For more information, call
Pat Borstorff at 782-5147.
*The Miss African-American Scholarship pageant is scheduled for
March 8 in Leone Cole Auditorium. Anyone interested in sponsoring a
contestant should contact Pearl Williams at 782-5289 or Revlon Spear at
782-5020. The winner will represent the Afiican-American Association in
the Miss JSU Homecoming pageant the fall 1991 semester. Application
deadline is March 1.
."A Positive Mental Anitude" workshop will be held from 3-4 p.m.
today in classroom B on the 10th floor, Houston Cole Library.
*JSU and Gadsden State will host the first annual Summer Job Fair
9 a.m.- 3 p.m.,March 7, in Montgomery Auditorium. For more information
contact Pearl Williams at 782-5289 or in 102 Montgomery Building.

Socials, services among new
sorority, Gamma Sig, goals
Melanie Jones
News Writer
Gamma Sigma Sigma, a service sorority, estab
lished a chapter at JSU in January.
The chapter was formed when the sorority's national vice president of membership contacted Robert
Vance in December.
Vance is the president of JSU's chapter of Alpha Phi
Omega, a national service fraternity. Vance asked
Kem Johns to organize a local Gamma Sigma Sigma
sorority. Johns founded a Rush committee, and formal
Rush was held Jan. 26-29.
The orgqniz,afioq is already busy with activities,

Amy Simpkins, a Gamma Sigma Sigma initiate, said. "We
held a canned goods drive in January for Anniston's All
Saints Interfaith Center of Concern and made valentines
for a local low-income day-care center."
Gamma Sigma Sigma members are required to perform
15 hours of service a semester. The projects are organized
locally and include serviceson the local, state and national
levels.
The organization has worked with a large number of
national service groups such as the March of Dimes,
Special Olympics and the American Red Cross.
Anyone interested in Gamma Sigma Sigma's services
should contact Michelle Arrington, vice president of services, at 782-6932.
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Long-awaited-Master Plan calls
for overpass, street closings
Melanie Jones
News Writer
The long-awaited Master Plan was
revealed to SGA senators at Monday
night's meeting.
Vice President of Student Affairs,
H. Bascom Woodward 111, gave
Byron Studdard,SGAvicepresident,
a copy of the plan and asked for
suggestions.Studdard then presented
it to the senate and opened the floor
tor discussion.
A copy of the Master Plan was
given to the SGA for suggestions
before it is presented to the Board of
Trustees for approval.
Ideally, the Master Plan will be
completed within ten years of its approval and has been divided intothree
steps. During the first three years
after the plan is approved, the administration hopes to re-stripe all
parking lots to make the parking
spaces 90 degrees, smaller spaces,
increasing the total number of spaces
by 15 percent.
Other goals for the first three years
include providing more pedestrian
crosswalks, establishing a parking
bardand director,implementingnew
parking zones and decals, and re-.

designing all buildings and parking Hall, which was referred to as "the
lots, traffic, safety and warning signs. crosswalk of death."
Phil Attinger, a junior SGA senator,
Stephanie Matthews, SGA presisupports most of the plans, however, dent, and several senatorswho live in
he said the addition of parking meters Sparkman Hall expressed concern
near Hammond Hall might be pre- a b u t changes in traffic in Trustee
m a w . The Plan calls for meters to Circle.
be installed in front of Bibb Graves
The plan calls for closing off three
Hall and in front of Hammond Hall, access roads to the circle, including
near the mail center.
theonebetween Sparkman and Ayers,
Attinger is pleased that the Plan in order to reduce congestion on the
concerns making it more feasible to circle.
walk on campus. "If they're going to
This will make it more difficult for
put in more sidewalks, they need to residents to find a padang space.
look at where students are walking.
Leslie Adams, a junior SGA senaThere is a definite paaern,"he said. tor, is pleased with the concern the
Also, the intersection of Pelham administrationis showing for student
Road and Alabama 204 will be im- opinion. "Senators had real positive
proved to increase capacity.
questions, and I think the adminisOther plans include new parking tration will listen to what we have to
lots for certain proposed buildings say." she said
and upgrading of Fomy Avenue.
"I think what they've planned for
The final step in the Master Plan the University is great I think it'll
would be the completion of the wid- work out well."
ening of Alabama 204 from Nisbet
According to executive officers, a
Lake Road to Pelham Road.
copy of the Master Plan is in the SGA
According to the present plans, a officeon the fourth floor of the Montpedestrian overpass will be con- gomery Building for students who
structed over Pelham Road near wish to view it.
Houston Cole Library, but many
All suggestions for change should
senators feel a better location would be submitted at 2:30p.m. today at the
be the crosswalk in front of Brewer Senate Executive Meeting.

A-1 WORD PROCESSING
*IBM Computer W i t h Laser Printer
* Pick-Up And Delive y
Resumes, Term Papers, Theses,
Dissertations, Etc.

Call Marion at

828-0242

HCSO

CATHOLIC STUDENTS ORGANIZATION
We invite you to share with us on Tuesday evenings. The
CSO is open to all college students and their friends to share
in a meal and program beginning at 6:00p.m.
The following is our schedule for the rest of February.

19th
20th
26th

6:00 Dinner & Sharing
Noon Lenten Service at McClure Chapel
6:00 Dinner & Bible Study

*.cl

E

Open

DWARDS'

NOW Sold To

I

Dealers

@

6 a.m. Till Midnight
7 Days A Week

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKET
500 PELHAM ROAD, SOUTH - JACKSONVILLE

Eia

Quantity Rights Reserved

435-6630

.HOME OWNED AND HOME OPERATED.

Senior Citizen's
Discount

Prices Effective Feb. 20th thru Feb. 26,1991

4 ROLL PACK

For more Information about SEARCH or
the C.S.O. program, please call Father
Kevin Cooke at (205) 4353238. The C.S.O.
meets at St. Charles Catholic
Church on East 7th Street,
Jacksonvlile.

Every Tuesday

32 OZ. BOTTLE

DEL-MONTE

I
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ROTC is basis of pride
for whole University
Leadership and excellence are both qualities which ROTC
boasts in its programs at JSU and around the country. They
are traits which not only increase the effectiveness of the
military, but also promote students' progress while in college.
Last Friday night the ROTC hosted its annual military ball
at Ft. McClellan and honored another group of seniors who
have completed the ROTC program.
s n o w s p q i n g q ~nqtion
s
in the:
Many former JSU c a d ~ tare
Persian Gulf. Others conti&d to serve their nationbherek
. they a& ~ ~a t rlo ut~ d:globe:.
e
No matter where they serve, they share a common background. They studied, learned and applied their skills while
students at JSU.
ROTC has been important to JSU since its beginning in
1948. Alumni of the-program have gone on to become
leaders not only in the army but also in their chosen postarmy careers.
Many have returned to leadership roles in Jacksonville,
bath at the Univgrsity and in the community. ,
Throygh the leadership of capable men and .women;.the
has become one of the best in the nation. According
to Lt. Col. Bill Stone, head of the military science department, JSUs ROTC is among the elite.
This is a fact which few would question. The program is
something the entire JSU family should be proud of.
And we are.
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No one really adheres to this old
proverb, not because they disagree;
but rather, because it's impossible.
Most of life would be silent without
at least somediscussionin these fields.
And that, of course, is their pointthe less we discuss important issues
Each idea, like each person, is just the less we disagree.
as important as any other.
However, we have to question the
Given, however good all that value of avoiding open discussion
sounds, it is not necessarily the truth just for the sake of doing it. People
in every situation.
need to be heard.
Tragically, ideas are often supIt is not just a constitutionalright, it
pressed. Unfortunate4y, even students is moral principal.
sometimes pressure each other to
More over, it is our obligation to
view new ideas, as well as old ones,
conform.
Occasionally, instructors are even with an open mind to learn whatever
too close-minded to accept new and we can from others. This is how we
unique viewpoints expressed by stu- teach each other.
dents or fellow faculty.
Whether we agree or disagree, we
However, these cases are the mi- need to discuss.
nority. This campus should be utiThe Chanticleer is the students'
lized f a discussion on all sorts of newspaper.
topics. Everyone should feel free to
It is my heartfelt desire that stuexpress an opinion.
dents on this campus will take adWe have learned from experience vantage of this open forum and let
that some topks just are going to be their views be known.
more confrontational than others.
Whatever the viewpoints are out
It has been said time and again that there, I hope people will continue to
the two things never to discuss with tell their side through this newspafriends are politics and religion.
per.

Pulitzer-winning investigation
can be just a phone call away
Staff Wriier

Eric G. Mackey

Michelle Martin

Opinion almost always provokes
more opinion.
In fact, some of the ideas printed
here in the past few weeks have been
met with controversy.
But that's fine. I am relieved to
know that mine is not the only opinion on campus. If we all shared a
single opinion, "university" would
be a misnomer for JSU.
Will Rogers once said there are two
ways to improve one's self: reading
and interacting with smarter people.
Collegeoffers studentsopportunities
to do b t h . certainly, The Chanticle& krves to helpmeet both objectives.
Obviously, it is a medium which
promotes further reading.
However, sometimes we need to be
reminded that the paper is an avenue
to interact with smarter people, not
necessarily better people, just those
who help us to see new ideas or to see
existing ones in a new light.
College should be the one place
where people don't feel intimidated
about expressing an opinion. After
- * all, thisinstitution is a collglorllerate
of varied backgrounds, knowledge,
and aspirations.

Mike Livingston

'A natlon that is afraM to let Its people judge truh
and falsehood in an open market is a nation that
ls afraid of its people.'
-John F. Kennedy

Shannon Cooper

Open discussion helps everybody

The Chanticleer, the student newspaper of JacksonvilleState University,is produced
entireiy by students. The editor has the fino1 decision on editorbi content. Funding k
provided through University appopriatiomand advertisingrevenue.Offices are in 180
Seii Hail.
Letten to the editor must be typed, doublespaced,signed with the writer'saffiliation
with the University and a phone number. it should be no longer than 203 words.
Guests commentariesare welcome. Contact the editor for details.
ideas on the editorial page are the opinions of the editorial staff unless otherwise
noted.
The editor reserves the right to edit for content orspace.
Send oilsubmissionsto Eric Mackey. The Chmftcleer, Box 3060, JSU, Jacksonville.Aia.
36265.Deadlinefor all submissions is 2 p.m. Friday.

Some days the phone at The Chanticleer office will just
ring and ring. This ringing can only be stopped if the
phone is answered. Last week, I was the only one in the
office and made a decision. I answered the phone.
Much to my surprise the voice on the phone was very
delicate and deliberate. This person had a hot tip for a
story idea for the paper but wanted to meet off the campus
to discuss it.
Of course, I suggested The Pub, but the voice reminded
me the Pub was now only a place where the University
hides paper products for the next great paper shortage.
This was a story I wanted to know more about, so I agreed
to meet on the fifth floor at the Jacksonville City Library
at 9:30 p.m.
Indeed at 9:30 I was at the Jacksonville City Library
waiting for this person. To pass the time I read a bodr
called "Too Many Places Called Jacksonville."
Suddenly, I could hear the squeak, squeak, squeak of
well worn Nike shoes.This person wasabout five feet tall
with short hair and was wearing a dark sweat suit.
"Hello, I am your contact," the person said.
"Well, what do I call you?," I asked.
The person wasn't willing to say anything. Then she
said, "My name is not important; however, the story I
have will change everyone who lives in Jacksonville.
You must report it in The Chanticleer." ,

"Well, then, tell me your story," I said, noting that her
voice was starting to sound defiant. She sat down and
started to tell her story.
"Well I used to be a debutante, but now I am leading a
protest," she said.
"I am sure that you are deft at leading protests," I
replied.
"Quiet now, this is a library. Let me explain this and
you can go check it out."
Of course, I told her that I would check out her story.
"You see,several of us have been brought in to train the
students in their new jobs at Gamecock World," she said.
Needless to say I was shocked and asked her to continue.
"Gamecock World is a place that the powerful people
are building to replace JSU. Students will come to study,
but they really will be signing up to work at Gamecock
World. This means that students will be working for little
pay and no credit," she explained.
"Well, what proof do you have of this so-called Gamecock World?"
" Look at the new dorms on campus. The creation of
three new parking spaces in front of Bibb Graves Hall.
The new entrance at the comer of West Mountain and
Forney."
"Slow down, I need some proof," I told her. Then I heard
a sound behind me, and I turned and looked, but no one
was there. When I turned back the informant was gone.
I walked back into the office to get a cup of hot Java.
Then the phone started to ring.
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Students help keep
homes fires burning
Kathy Allen
Staff Wriier
As American citizens, we areaware
of the crisis our country is having and
are sympathetic to the men and
women who have gone, as well as
their families. But have we really
stopped to consider what effects the
war is having on the ones left behind.
We must realize that many of these
men and women lost jobs or took
huge pay cuts to serve their country.
Many of our soldiers left only one
parent behind to work and take care
of their children.
As many of you know, this is not an
easy task for one person to take on,
especially on half of a normal salary.
What our soldiers want most is to
know that we at home support them.
Their biggest wony is the loved ones
they left behind. They want to know

that their families will be well-taken
care of.
Whether you are for or against the
war, you can do your part to ensure
thewell-being of thesefamilies.There
are concerned students who are interested in starting a support group
forthem. You time will be needed for
babysitting services, food donation
and distribution, house cleaning services, household repairs or just for
emotional support.Anything youcan
contribute means everything to our
soldiers. All organizations, fraternities, sororities and others are encouraged to participate. If you are interested in giving your time to help,
please stop by the SGA office and
sign up. There will be a list on the
door.
Let's truly make this The Friendliest Campus in the South and give our
support to our troops.

Washington
. . spending
,.
- - ,.
now
becoming even moreabsurd
,

Larry Thtbault
Special to The Chanticleer
Politics and appropriations -- what
is going on with those congressmen
up on the Hill?
Don't answer that question. It is
said that this country is going %ugh,
a recession, so what does any good
senator do for his constituents back
home? Act like a half-crazed Wall
Streetbroker and spend,spend,spend.
Senators from Hawaii recently won
a $2 million appropriation to reconstruct an ancient Hawaiian canoe,
which will be used only one time, to
travel from one island to another.
Several Midwest senators won $30
million to build new public facilities
instead of opting for the $15 million
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which would have been needed to .lars on ammunition or decent food
for our front line troops?
refurbish existing facilities.
Also will these congressmen do
And, all of this is just the beginning. That $30 million could have the same to our troops, as their prederun JSU without any approprjations cessors did over twenty years ago,
and bog them down with political
for one year.
Also, we have all heard about the battles over which home town will
defepse<p,lant
contract,
flagrant misuse of f n o ~sq?y,$e,
x
- , g&a
I.)
u
$2 million spgnm tbe;tudiet,Jto see ,, . .!I\ i?p i p l e like th6&ln'Lineville,
'' '
if the gasses expelled by a cowrs ' Ala., th& f feel&*
belch is harmful to the earth's ozone
The Appropriations Committee
layer.
should be thinking about the small
Now, don't get me wrong ,but are towns, possibly the ones most afthese the same people who will be fected by this police action, in which
calling Secretary of Defense Dick factories have shut down, and many
Cheney and Joint Chiefs of Staff small businesses have been forced to
Chairman Colin Powell before some close.
appropriations committee to see
When will the common people of
whether or not it is worth the money this country- not the millionairesto spend another ruo thousand dol- begin electing responsible officials?
1

Does JSU have a drug problem?

4

l

Copy by Jill Therrlen
Photos by Jay Ennls

Bernard Chuah
Freshman

Tracy Can
Sophomore

Stephanie Hall
Freshman

Jeanelle King
Freshman

Stuart Smith
Sophomore

Nelson Coleman
JSU police officer

We have a problem at JSU
with drugs. I think they
should be legalizedjust like
alcoholic beverages. The
demand will not increase,
but will hopefully decrease.

We have a problem, but I
feel there are not too many
people who use drugs at
JSU. M~~~ people drink
than use weed or crack.

As far as
from what I know about
drug UsWeI think it's son
of decreased, because
everybody's gotten used to
it. They should go ahead
and legalize usage.

Drugs are a burden on everyone-- not only the person who's using the drugs,
but also on the person he or
she wishes to spend time
with.

There is nota drug problem
at JSU. But among the
people who do use drugs*
it'susuallyatrendy fashion.
I don't think they'll (college
users) continue after graduation

In my personal opinion, I
don't think JSU has a problem any different from any
other school-- not any better or worse.

5
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JSU Police Academy to
graduate 29 trainees
Friday.
Speaking of this Academy class, Sparks said it is a few
percentage points ahead of the previous class. 'They are
a fine group of individuals who are dedicated and stick
Four women and 25 men have completed the 88th together when the going gets rough."
session of the Northeast Alabama Police Academy,
Graduation ceremonies will begin at 11:OO a.m. Friday
learning patrol procedures such as search and seizureand in Montgomery Auditorium. Guest speakers include
firearms training, and now are ready for graduation.
Talladega County District Attorney Robert Rumsey and
According to Joe Sparks, head instructor of the Acad- Academy President Arthur W. Hill of the Fort Payne
emy, the trainees had to undergo extensiveprogramming Police Denarunent.
and testing to be eligible for graduation Friday.
Sparks said, "At this point, all 29 have successfully
completed all training phases," including physical agility
tests and 48 hours of fuearm practices.
Tammie Smith DuPree, a 1990 JSU forensic science
gradua~eand one of the four women attending the
Academy, said the toughest part of training was the
physical agility tests.
"We had to push a car 15 feet, run and walk over a
balance-beam. Then, at the end, we had to drag a 65pound dummy 15 feet," she said.
DuPree added that she thinks this test was more challenging for women than men. "Twenty-three of the 25
men passed on the first try, while only one woman passed
the first time. That woman was a police officer in Florida
and had already undergone this type training," DuPree
said.
But the others who didn't pass on the first try were given
two other chances. "After failing the first time, we had to
work out with weights and get in shape so we could pass
lice Academy Cadets during qualifying
the test," DuPree said.
I firing test. Peggy Hester reloads, as
DuPree will return to her job with the SconsboroPolice
Burrls fires. (See the bullet?)
Department after graduating with the rest of the Academy

Sheila Lych
Features Writer

-

-

Survey indicates money
as key factor in career
Keith Langner
Features Writer
What is the most important consideration when choosing a career? A
Coors Light College Survey released
Jan. 10 found that the majority of
students at five out of six colleges
consider salary the most important
variable when choosing a job.
Also, 74 percent of the students
expect to make between $20,000 and
$50,000 per year directly out of college.
Of students at the six schools surveyed, 65 percent chose geographic
location as their toD consideration
when choosingacareer. Potentialfor
advancement-was the second most
importantjobconsideration, followed
bv
location.
- , eeoera~hic
..
. ..
. .
- ..
.. ... benefits.
flexibility,responsibility and getting
a "foot in the door."
"Given today's economic outlook,
students may feel that salary is now a
more important consideration," said
Bob McBnde, Coors Light brand
director.
"We are seeing more students making career decisions based on mon,etarv motives rather than altruistic
motives," said Marvin Jenkins, director of JSU Career Development
and
...- Placement.
- .
-- . - ..-.
One wouldbewiseto consider other
things when choosing a career. Find
something that you enjoy doing and
you do well.
61

61 -

-
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"I chose to be a teacher because I
like to work with people," said Millie
Reeves, a graduate student at JSU.
"I want to do something where I
feel like I am making a difference,"
said Terry McPherson, senior forensic science major. "I was watching
the news one night when they were
talking about gang violence. I just
decided I want to make a difference.
I just want to make people feel like
it's safe to walk around at night."
According to many officials the
TV and movie industries have saturated our society with its own definition of success. They are selling our
society on the idea that a high level of
income is directly ~ r o ~ r t i o nto
a la
high level of happiness. The two do
not ~ s s a r i l go
y together.
"Students are finding out that big
salaries are not necess&ly synonymous with job satisfaction," said
Jenkins. "I would advise students
who are undecided about their major
to take advantage of the core curriculum. The core curriculum can
kind of be compared to cafeteriastyle
eating, you go through (the core
curriculum), decide what your interests are and what you can do well."
Jenkins Went On to say that students
should take advantage of the Career
Development Counseling Center.
~ o l l o w i nthese
~ guidelines should
Prepare students for their Junior and
snior~ears,
thus giving more time to
concentrate on a career.

The Flip Side

Storm Orphans initiate 'balloon theory' to prepare for future
Having released "Living in a Wasted Union,"
their third album in just two years, in October
1990, the Storm Orphans are getting downright serious about the future.
"We are trying to get prepared for the best
possible offer, so we will be ready to go when
the opportunity arises," said vocalist Rusty
Luquire of the changes the Tuscaloosa, progressive, hard-rock band has undergone within
the past month or so.
At first distributed on the Storm Orphans'
own label, Low Rumble Records, "Living in a
Wasted Union" has been picked up by nationallevel distributors Dutch East India, from New
York, andNova, from Atlanta. Luquire said this
is all part of the Storm Orphans' great "balloon
theory."
"Our plan from the start was something of a
'balloon theory' -- to develop a following in a
small radius andexpand from there. With Dutch,
we hope to bring in the northern listeners, as
well as some from Europe -- 'cause I think
Dutch dismbutes them in Europe, too."
Part of the Storm Orphans' journey to reach
northern listeners entails playing the New Music Seminar this Summer in New York. "It's
hard work," said Luquire of the risks involved

Michelle Martin

Features Editor

the reaction of the industry at these music
festivals. But, then, he doesn't depend upon
much of anything when figuring how successful the Storm Orphans are.
"Chart. and reviews are sometimes deceiving.
There is a lot of politics involved in the whole
process. Like wiih charting -- the run for our

record is based on semesters, because mostly
college stationsplay it. Numbersdon't mean a
hill of beans to me," Luquire said.
What does matter is the listening audience.
According to Luquue, "The only reliable way
to tell how well we are doing is by the response
of the crowd where we play."

in travelling as far as New York. "But," he
added, "it's worth it if we get some exposure."
As far as the rest of the nation is concerned,
the Storm Orphans have a plan for that, too. The
Storm Orphans will Vavel in March to Austin,
Texas, for the South by Southwest Music Festival. Along the way, they plan to play some
dates in Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas and Mississippi.
"We have to schedule regular club dates to
make the trip worthwhile," Luquire said, "but
we expect great things from Austin. It's supposed to be a tender city for musical support."
A tender city for musical support indeed, is
Austin, at least during the music festival. All
media -- TV, radio, and newspaper, as well as
national record comvanies and magazines. will
be on hand to scrutiiize and critiq;e the bands Storm Orphans, from 1eft:Guitarist Mark Patrick, vocalist Rusty Luquire, drumperforming in South by Southwest.
mer Jack Massey and bassist Shawn Patrick will perform at 10:30 tonight at
Still, Luquire said he doesn't depend just upon Brother's Bar-
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Upcoming Events of Feb. 21-27 in Atlanta, Birmingham and
Calhoun~Etowahcounties:
Music
Wild Horses, performing at 9 p.m. Friday, at The Masquerade, 695
North Ave., Atlanta. (404) 577-8178.
Sting, performing at 8 p.m. Friday, at Fox Theater, 660 Peachtree St.,
N.E.,Atlanta. (404) 26.h5400.
Marcia Ball, performing at 10 p.m. Friday, at TheNick, 2514 10th Ave..
S., Birmingham. 322-7550.
Storm Orphans with Imaginary Friend, performing at 10:30 p.m. today,
at Brother's Bar, 204 S. Pelham Rd., Jacksonville. 435-6090.
Still Rain, performing at 10:30 p.m. Monday, at Brother's Bar, 204 S.
Pelham Rd., Jacksonville. 435-6090.
Theatre
"Love Letters," playing at 8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday, at Atlanta
Civic Center, 295 Piedmont Rd., Atlanta. (404) 873-4300.
"Inherit the Wind," playing at 3 and 8 p.m. Friday through March 17, at
Callanwolde Theatre, 980 Briarcliff Rd., N.E., Atlanta. (404) 872-5338.
'The Tempest," playing at 8 p.m. today through Saturday, Monday and
Tuesday, and 2 p.m. Sunday, at Hanison Theatre, Samford University,
Birmingham. 870-2853.
'The Road to Mecca," playing at 8 p.m. now through Saturday, at
Anniston Community Theatre, 1020 Noble St., Anniston. 236-8342.
Special Events
"Paintings of Chris Hartsfield," on display at 7 p.m. Saturday, at New
Life Art Gallery, Lomaridge Rd., Birmingham. 979-2158.

If you thought that finding a color
h1acintosh"systemyou could afford
dable Macintosh LC is a dream

come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color.Unltke many computers that can display
only 16colors at once,the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new sound-inputtechnology that lets
you personahze your work by adding voice or other sounds.
Like every Macintosh computer,the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same,consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well
on your way to learning them all. R e Macintosh LC even lets you share information with someone who uses a different hpe of computer-thanks to
the versatile Apple" SuperDrivey which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS-DOS,OS/2, and Apple I1 floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you.Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

o

-6-5

O+S~Y+~Y

For more information contact
Rena Seals at 782-5039 in the
Computer Center Bldg or
Kemp's Officenter/ConnectingPoint
at 236-6396

& Repower to be

best.

1.m

computec, 1°C Apple, t h Apme "go anmaanto'.*

MS-DOS 1s a regstered trademark at Mlcrosotl Carporatlon OSl2

are r q l s l e r e d trademarks 0 f A p ~ I eCompute 1c.

~ u p w b ~ avned ' ~ i powerto
x

1s a regstered trademark of International Business Machlnes Carporatlon

you "SV are t r a d e m h m ~ p p bcomputer, n c
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DOMINO'S

JSU piano recital
features Beethoven,
teachers, students
Traci Slaton
Features Writer
Gershwin, Chopin and Beethoven
will be visiting JSU next week.
Okay, not really.
However, a piano recital featuring
works of the aforementioned musicians will be presented at 7:30
Monday in Mason Hall.
Monday's recital will include performances by JSU music teachers
Ann Surace, Ron Surace and Tracy
Tyler.
Ann Surace, who will perform for
the fist half of the recital, has been
playing piano since she was five years
old. "When I was a little girl, I was
hooked on radio soap operas. My
mother was glad I found another interest," Surace said.
Surace's solo will feature orchestra
pieces from the previously mentioned
musicians, as well as another piece,
"Dance Suite," written by (Ron)
Surace.
Tyler, percussion instructor, said
this recital is a must-see event be-

Ann is one of the best
piano players anyone
will ever hear.
--Tracy Tyler
music teacher
cause, "Ann is one of the best piano
players anyone will ever hear."
Following Surace's act will be Ron
Surace's piano solo featuring works
of Gerswim. (Ron) Surace has been
playingpianofor20 years and teaches
piano, jazz and music history.
Tyler and two students, Paul
Menyman, ajunior music major, and
Mark Schwartz, a senior computer
science major, will accompany the
Suraces during their performance of
Gershwin's Concertio.
Tyler arranged the percussion accompaniment for the recital and said
he picked Menyman and Schwm
because, "They are two of the better
students in my percussion studio
class."

(El

PIZZA

One Large 15"
Two Topping Pizza and a 2 Liter Coke

$Q 95

I

Tax incIuded

IValid a t participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving. I
I Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries. Prices with tax rounded I
to nearest nickel. Expires 3/3 1/9 1.
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LUNCH SPECIAL
1 Large One Item Pizza for Only
7

$6.5 0Tax included
11 - 4 p.m. Only
Monday - Sunday

I

IValid a t participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Deliveryareas limited to ensure safe drfving.
IOur drivers cany less than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries. Prices with tax rounded
to nearest nickel. E x ~ i r e s3/3 1/9 1.

Jacksonville College Center
i

,

435-8200

I

I
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Enviroline

@

Annual Conservancy
meeting scheduled
Karen Pan
Features Writer
"It's a can't-miss meeting for anyone interested in the environment,"
said Alabama Conservancy Vice
President Pat Byington of the environmental group's annual meeting to
be held March 2-3 at BirminghamSouthern College.
"This is the most informative and
probably the most important environmentalmeeting in the state,"added
Byington.
Entitled "Challenges, Politics and
Social Needs in the Urban Environment," this tweday eventwillprovide
a forum for speakers from media,
political and environmental speakers.
Scheduled speakers include NASA
engineer, Roland Bums, who will
discuss the "Optimum Population" - ideal sizes for a city.
A representativefrom the Alabama
Department of Environmental Management,Jack Honeycutt, will speak
about waste management.
Also, Pulitzer Prize nominee
Wayne Flynt will discuss "Social

TEXACO

It's a can't-miss meeting
..
fir anyone interested in
the environment.
--Pat Byington
Alabama Conservancy

Does your
car need

SERVICE?

*9

1h

TEXACo

PIT STOP I

Needs in the Urban Environment."
Political speakers include Birmingham Mayor Richard Arrington,
representing "Alabama's Urban
Leadership Forum," and Sen. John
Amari and Rep. Ben Ereich.
Apart from the lectures will be other
entertainment, including an awards
banquet.
For those interested in attending,
the banquet will offer both "regular"
and vegetarian meals.
Write toThe AlabamaConservancy,
2717 Seventh Ave., S., Birmingham,
Ala., 35233, forreservations.Student
reservation fee is $15 and $30 for
others. The deadline for reservations
is Feb. 26
*KarenPurr is vice president of the
JSU chapter of the Alabama Conservancy.

Express Lube and Brake Service

Willage Bnn

We Give You Our 14 Point service

FAMILY BUFFET

"CHECK & TOP OFF" FLUIDS FREE

ALL YOU CAN EAT SPECIAL

$3.99 Plus Tax
I

rUI
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& Beverage
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SUNDAY AFTER 4 P.M. / ALL DAY MON. WED.

with the purchase of
a larqe fry and a

I

@ChangeOil Up to 5 Qts.
@OilFilter Replaced
Chassis Lubrication
@WiperBlades Checked
*Tires Inflated
@VacuumInterior
@WashExterior Windows

Transmission Fluid -1pint free
Differential Fluid
@BrakeFluid
@PowerSteering Fluid
@WindowWasher Fluid
Battery Water
@AirFilter Checked

1

MOST CARS & TRUCKS - FLEET SERVICE AVAILABLE

I

Picked Up, Serviced and Delivered in

I

FULLY INSURED
BRAKE SERVICE
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
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Alpha Omicron Pi
Congratulations to sister of the week, Katrina Turnbach, and
pledge of the week, Ginger Cusimano.
We all enjoyed the party with Sigma Phi Epsilon, at which
was the unveiling of their mascot, the Knight, which was our
suggestion. We also had a great time at the bowling social with
Delta Zeta. Everyone is looking forward to our Spring Formal
this weekend in Rome, Ga., with musical guests Radio Berlin.
Delta Chi
We congratulate our associate members who formally accepted: Chris Arnold, Lee Baird, Steve Beatty, K ~ Cox,
R
Adam Everette, Brad Fuller, Wes Holtzapfel,Jeff King, Kelly
Mathis, Sean Mize, Vann Moore, Sean Price,Brain Tucker,
Scott Warren and Chad Waters.
Congratulations also to Jeff Cam for his recent election as
president. Carr replaces Doug Singleton, now serving in
Operation Desert Storm.We wish Singleton,as well as all JSU

flassi fieds,

I

students in Operation Desert Storm,good luck.
Delta Zeta
Congratulations to Order of Omega members Maya Lenox,
Kelley Shanabmch and Robyn Vaughn. We would also like to
congratulate our Rush counselors: Lori Coker, Erin Miller,
Kasey Toney and, alternate, Tracy Jones.
Congratulations to Vikki Luker on her engagement.
Outstanding members of the week are: Kelley Shanabruch,
Rose; Dana Rogers, Rosebud; and Erin Miller,Twisted Sister.
Thanks to Alpha Omicron Pi for the bowling social. It was
fun! Thanks to Angie Morgan for doing such a great job
organizing the raffle.
Gamma Sigma Sigma
We would like to thank all the women who participated in
our Spring Rush '9 1. Gamma Sigma Sigma looks to be a great
success. Thanks to all the sisters, especially organizer Michelle Arrington, who helped in the Valentine's Day program at
the day care in Anniston.
We would like to express our appreciation to faculty ad-

R E S E R V E

O F F I C E R S '

viser, Gloria Horton.
Kappa Sigma
We would like to congratulate ow 1991 spring pledges:
Wesley Bowen, Tim King, Will Lummus, Trent Lumpkin,
Patrick Martin, Daren Stegall and Peter Subowicz.
We also want to thank Troy Ross and his band for playing
at huple Passion Party Thursday.
Thanks to Zeta Tau Alpha for the mixer last week.
Zeta Tau Alpha
We are excited about being invited to participate in a special
Rush Tuesday at the Auburn University Zetachapter. We will
present our 'Zeta Starring You" skit
Congratulations to three outstanding Zeta's elected to Order
of Omega: Traci Brizendine, Tracy Casagrande and Penny
Rousseau.
Congratulations to Trina Gorden, member of the week, and
Leigh Bryan, Zeta lady of the week. Congratulations to
Jennifer Farrell for "big cookie" of the week for her outstanding
grades this semester.
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Positions Wanted

Babysitter
Experienced, responsible girl,
14, available for babysitting.
Cali 435-5072

1

l ~ e l Wanted
p
11 19278 to choose from

II

- all subjects II

Order Catalog Today wlth VlsaIMC

0;

COD

800-351-0222

11322 Idaho Ave #206-SN Los Angeles CA 90025
Custom research also ava~lable-all levels

-

NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME

I
In order to better serve our readers, The Chanticleer will now
publish a weekly classified ad
section. Ads may be placed in the
following categories:

Things got pretty competitive for this job. I'm
degree and good grades kept
ng. But in the end it was the
and management experience I got
rmy ROTC that won them over.
n begin to develop impressive leads with an Army ROTC elective.

Help Wanted
Posit ions Wanted
For Sale
* For Rent
Lost & Found
Personals
Miscellaneous
Classified rates are 20 cents per
word with a 10-word or $2 minimum. Orders must be placed at
The Chanticleer office in 180 Self
Hall. Orders must be placed no
later than 3 p.m. on the Friday
preceeding the desired date of
publication. Orders must be prepaid andwill not be accepted over
the telephone. The Chanticleer
reserves the right to refuse any
advertisement that' m a y be con-

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
Register now without obligation.

ARMY ROTC
THE sMARTEs'~ COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

I

CALL CPT. BRYANT OR MAJ. HOUSAND AT 782-5601

I

7ne ~nanrrcreer
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The Cultural Affairs Division
of the
Student Government Association

invites you
to attend...

February 22 at 7:00 p.m.
in the Leone Cole Aud.
Jacksonville State University
couples $7
single $4

12
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Sports

~amecocks~sho
w team play during road victory
Rodnev Parks
Sports ~ditor

CLEVELAND, Miss. -Traveling 700 miles round trip to
play Delta State isn't the most
exciting event. Add six straight
losses by the JSU basketball team
in Cleveland,Miss., and the makings of a long trip are in tact.
Saturday night JSU made those
miles seem a lot shorter as the
Gamecocks hustled their way to a
82-77 victory.
Delta State entered the contest
with a impressive 17-5 record.
Coach Bill Jones felt-;[ r&R a r p m
eff6rktcpi~2urethe win.
.f
' 3 &ink tonight, more th& possibly any other game we've played,

if I could say it was a team victory,
it was tonight," Jones said. "I
thought our bench, not only when
they went out on the floor to play
but also when they came out of the
ball game, gave us a lot of support."
JSU started the game strong as
David Edmond, Pat Madden and
Willie Williams all hit baskets to
give the Gamecocks a quick 6-0
lead.
Delta State fought back in the
game by outscoring JSU 15-5 to
gain a four-point advantage (15-1 1)
with 12 minutes left in the first
,
half.
. . .
'
30$~teams played psrl$during the
next We minutes of the contest, as
the lead changed hand nine times.
With 6:39 left in the half,

1;:

Charles Burkette hit a six-foot
jumper that gave JSU a 25-24 lead.
This was a lead JSU would never
give up.
JSU built a seven-point lead during the first half at 38-31. A late
Delta surge closed the JSU lead to
42-38 at the halftime break.
Anthony Kingston lead JSU in
the first half by coming off the
bench and scoring 13 points.
Jones felt Kingston play was a
key factor in the Gamecocks' success.
"Kingston was shooting the ball
very well in the first half," Jones
'said. "I think he (Kingston) got
tired because we were pressing all
the way and tried to cause some
turnovers. But I felt he really played
well while he was in the game."

During the second half, JSU built
the lead to ten points at 65-55.
Delta State made a late run to cut
the Gamecocks' lead to only two
points at 67-65.
JSU then hit nine straight free
throws, four by Eric Hosey, to
build the lead back to eight at 76-

68.
JSU out-rebounded ~ e l t aState
'
41-40 in the game. Coming into
the match-up, the Statesmen led the
Gulf South Conference in rebounds
at 45 Der contest.
" ~ k l t ahas some great jumpers
and some strong inside players,"
Jones said." A lot of times we
(JSU) were out there with a three
guard line-up. For two inside players and three guards to compete
with them on the boards says a lot

Sidelines

Rodney's List of Things To Take
On A Trip To Ddta State -

Why I enjoy being a Gamecock fan
This has been a great season for

Tony Mabrey's team has a ~ h a n c e
have to be
The Gamecocks
to win its first ever GSC title. Each
of the last three seasons the Lady ready Saturday as UT-Martin makes
~~~~~~~k~ have been invited to its last visit to JSU. The Pacers are,
but having trouble this season, and 1hope
play in the NCAA touma
they have been unable t o s m a the Gamecocks can add another loss
GSC championship.
to the Pacers' record during their final
This year's men's team at JSU season in Division 11.
has been the surprise of the year.
Monday is the biggest game of
JSU has
twa straight GSC the season at JSU. North Alabama
basketball titles, 4u!,this season' CBmes to town with their Top
Coach Bill jones odly returned me
Of coune, it.s easy to be
starter and four
from last ranked when your athletic director
year's team.
votes on the poll.
Rebuilding this team has k e n a
This
North Alabama fans
honor
watch' with
the acted like they had won a national
Gamecocks playingbetter
as a team
championship when the Lions
each game. With only one senior
scored a victory over JSU in
On this year's team pat Madden)' Florence. 1 guess 1 would act that
Gamecock fans will have a lot to
way,ltoo, if I was a North Alabama
cheer about in the seasons to
fan (Ha-ha!) because they have to
This is the biggest week of the get out a history book to find the
season for the basketball teams as
they try to hold on to the confer- last time a North Alabama team

Team 1. Miss. Coll.
2. Troy State
3. JSU
4. N. Alabama
5. Delta State
6. Val. State
7. West Ga.
8. UT-Martin
9. Livingston

GSC
10-3
10-3
9-3
8-4
8-5
6-7
2-10
2-10
2-12

madc the playoffs in any sport.
Good luck to both the men's and
women's basketball teams this
week.
I would alsq like to wish luck to
ill lfie-spring sports that are starting this week at JSU. Baseball,
tennis and golf started this week,
and softball starts next week. All of
the JSU teams are looking for
strong season again this spring, and
the The Chanticleer sports will be
there to cover all the action.
Go Gamecocks!
Finally this week I want to thank
all the Gamecock fans that traveled
to Cleveland, Miss., over the weekend. It was a trip I will always remember. I will also remember the
great feeling I had when when I
crossed back into Alabama.
I have made a list of things to
take the next time I travel to Delta
State. I'm sure everyone that has
ever been to Delta State will find
something they forgot to take. For
anyone reading this who hasn't been
(to Cleveland, Miss.,) but is planning to go, please check my list before you leave.
Till next time, see you on the
sidelines.

Overall
20-5
18-7
19-4
20-4
18-6
14-10
9-14
6-17
6-19

I

1. Referees that use whistles to call fouls and not as
a pacifier.
2. A book that tells Delta State fans the true use for
toilet paper.
3. Bottled water, so you don't have to drink the
brown water that Coach Mabrey did.
4. A waitress that brings your food before your
check.
5. Developer for Don's camera to see who his
favorite cheerleader was.
6. A first down marker for Willie Fisher after he was
tackled at the free throw line,
7. A calculator for the Delta State score keeper.
( who miss added the score for JSU by nine
points on the final stats.)
8. A brace to keep Skeeter's (Coach Mabrey's
father)leg from shaking the stands during the
game.
9. A ball that isn't filled with helium for David
Edmond.
10. A"BTeamWforCoachMabrey incase his whole
team fouls out.
1 1. Plenty of cash money so our team doesn't have
to charge so much.

Team

Women's
Ranking
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

W. Texas St
Bentley
N. Dakota St.
Norfolk St.
North Dakota

24-1
25-1
24-1
27-0
24-1

6. Bellamine
7. Pitts-John
8. JSU
9. Bloomsburg
10. Southeast Miss.

Erlc Hosey leads JSU In scoring against Delta State.
about our effort."
Hosey lead JSU in scoring with
16 points. Willie Fisher, Edmond
and Kingston added 15 each.
Charles Burkette added 10 points
and led JSU with 10 rebounds.

21-3
23-1
19-3
22-0
22-3

1. JSU
2. Delta State
3. North Alabama
4. Miss. Coll.
5. Livingston
6. West Georgia
7. Valdosta St:
8. UT-Martin
9. Troy State

GSC

Overall

10-2
10-3
8-4
7-6
7-7
5-7
5-8
3-9
2-1 1

20-3
18-5
17-6
13-11
15-9
12-1 1
11-12
9-15
6-17

1
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Fouls cost Lady Gamecocks
Rodney Parks
Sports Editor
W
D
, Miss. -- Playing
at Delta State has not been pleasant
for the JSU women's basketball
program. The Lady Gamecocks
have never claimed a victory in
Cleveland, Miss., in the history of
the series. Last season JSU lost
twice at Delta State by a total of 56
points.
Saturday the Lady Gamecocks
played hard and gained some respect
in Cleveland but fell just short as
Delta State pulled out a 74-65 victory.
The two teams played even at the
start of the name, Delta State
holding only
12-11 lead with
1498 left in the first half.
JSU went ice cold for the rest of
the first half, shooting only 22 percent from the floor and allowing the
Lady Statesman a 27-12 run to
open a 39-23 lead with two minutes
to go before halftime.
The Lady Gamecocks scrapped
back to within nine points by scoring the final seven points of the
half. Getting the lead below double
figures was important to Coach
Tony Mabrey.
"We (JSU) were at a time when
they (Delta State) could have put us
away, like they have in the past,"
Mabrey said. "We finally got to a
point where we were doing the
things that we want to do
offensivelv. Our lavers weren't

a

'

going to their right spots and were
taking some bad shots. When that
happens a lot of time you don't
have people to rebound."
The Lady Gamecocks continued
to play well to open the second
half, outscoring Delta State 13-4
during the first five minutes.
This run completed a 16-point
comeback as JSU knotted the score
43-43.
The game would be tied three
more times during the next four
minutes.
Fouls became the deciding factor
as the Lady Gamecocks were called
for 28 fouls while Delta was
whistled for only 14.
I'hree Lady Gamecocks starters,
Tracy Linton, Jana Bright and
Robbie Wisener, all fouled out in
the second half.
Delta State used the foul
situation to its advantage as the
Lady Statesman ripped JSU 25-16
during the final 10 minutes to
claim the victory.
Mabrey felt that his team played
hard during the second half.
"I felt at times during the second
half we had a chance to get back
into the game and take the lead,"
Mabrey said, "We had some shots
not fall for us and had some people
foul out that hurt us during the
game.
"I have to give Delta a lot of
credit They played hard and did the
thinas they had to do to win the
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COMIhG SOOK TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

Showing Tuesday, Feb. 26th

/a

Jana Bright, Tracy Linton and Dana Bright are currently JSU's three leading scorers.
ball game."
Dana Bright finished the game
with 20 points. She felt the loss
doesn'tchange the Lady Gamecocks'
main goal.

"We didn't lose the ~ ~south
l f win the conference, and that's what
Conference tonight because we still we're going to work for."
Linton led JSU in scoring with
have a one-game lead," Bright said.
"This wasn't the biggest game of 22 points and rebounds with 14.
the year. Our main goal is still to Michelle Hamilton added 12.

WEEKEND VOLUNTEER and SUMMER STAFF
POSITIONS NAILA
v*

CAMP ASCCA
"World's Largest Camp for People with Disabl'iities"
COLLEGE CREDIT AVAILABLE IN SOME CURRICUZUM
For Further Information Call Tom:
205/825-9226 1-800-843-2267 (Alabama Only)
P.O. Box 21 Jackson Gap, AL 36861
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Pat Madden assists JSU during outstanding career
coaclies he thought I was going to
play football. I was in (football)
Sports Writer
Coach (Pat) Dye's office, and he
If someone asked who the most told me I was welcome to change
recognizable student on campus is, positions at Auburn. I really was
the answer probably would be "Pat not up for that. Because I had conMadden. " Madden ("Magic Man," centrated so much at quarterback, I
"The General", etc.) is the point- just did not want to play another
guard and leader of this year's JSU position."
Dye told Madden that JSU had a
men's basketball team. Madden
recently, in a game against West really good basketball program.
Georgia, became JSU's all-time as- Dye first called Coach Bill Burgess
sist leader (breaking Malvin because JSU had a good wishbone
Allen's mark of 645) in just three program, and he felt Maddcn would
make a good wishbone quarterback.
Years.
Madden came to JSU in a rather Coach Burgess was not in, so Dye
mange way. He originally went to called Coach Jones and the rest is
play football at Auburn, but he history.
didn't like the way things were goMadden likes JSU's small size
ing there.
because he's able to know more
"I was talking to a friend back people.
home, and he said that Coach (Bill)
"You see so many faces here you
Iones would still like for me to know," Madden said. "There's a lot
come down," Madden said. "He of people from around Sand
(Jonts) had recruited me a little bit, Mountain, where I am from. So
but like most other basketball that made me feel better abo~ltcom-

Todd Brooks

/ Deadline for

I entering the
/ Miss Mimosa
/

contest is
Tuesday.
Pick up
- appf 1"~dBns
in 180 Self Hall.
Don't miss
the return
of JSU's
most prestigious
competition.

:
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-

"Some of the qualities that
go into making a good reporter -- aggressiveness, a
certain sneakiness, a secretive nature, nosiness, the inability to take 'no' with any
sort of grace, a taste for
gossip, rudeness, a fair disdain for what people will
think of you and an occasional and calculated disregard for rules -- are also
qualities that go into making
a very antisocial human being."
-- Linda Ellerbee

Join the staff of
The Chanticleer
Meetings at 4:30 p.m.
Thursdays
168 Self Hall
782-5701
782-5703
782-5086

'
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Pat Madden
ing here. I like the fan support at
basketball games. I think it is one
of the best Division I1 programs in
the nation."
The sociology major's most
memorable game is playing against
Kentucky-Wesleyn in the NCAA
playoffs, a 107-70JSU win.
''We had beaten KentuckyWesleyn by 37 points," Madden
said. "They had a real good tradition, and a good t - m . We went to
the Hall of Fame and met some of
their players. They were real
friendly. It really surprised me that
we beat them that bad. It was the

most memorable game because I
had 15 assists against them."
Madden likes Jones' style of
game, because he has played the
style since he was little.
"I like the way he coaches,"
Madden said. "I like the little comments; it makes it kind of funny
and interesting. I respect him for all
the things that he does. I think he
is a good coach to play for."
Madden, who has an older sister
and two younger brothers, likes to
swim, play tennis, pool, and racquetball, when he is not dishing out
assists.
Madden considers himself as shy,
outgoing, competitive, and easy to
get along with.
"Sometimes I try to explain to
people that I'm shy, but they don't
believe me, because they think I
talk a lot," Madden said. "And I do
talk a lot, but it's like I tell people
-- I'm shy until I get to know peo-

ple. I try to be as friendly as I can
to everybody. I try to talk to everyone I can off the court."
Madden has been pleased with his
playing career at JSU.
"I didn't come in here to be a
scoring leader like Robert Lee
(Sanders)," Madden said. "I got the
assist record, which I was not
shooting for at the beginning, I really didn't think that I could get it
(the assist record). When I came
close to it, I really wanted it."
Madden does not plan to stop
playing basketball when his career
at JSU is finished. Madden said he
would maybe like to go to the
Continental Basketball Association
or play in Europe. He would not
mind playing in the National
Basketball Association, but with a
small NBA draft, being at a
Division I1 school, and only being
5-10, it would be hard for him to
play in the NBA.

he Ch8nticleer
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Scoreboard-

FEBRUARY
12
25
26

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER

14
19
24
30-1

DECEMBER

19
27

USSR Exib. W118-114
Lincoln Mem. W104-76
Ala. A&M
W121-85
Tom Roberson 1st

1
4
10
12
15

DECEMBER
4
8
10

Athens State W 90-64
Troy State* L 127-103
Val. State* W 90-87

Berry
W 107-75
Rollins Tour. 3 rd
Livingston* W 75-72
Lincoln Mem W 111-81
WestGa.* W111-89
Athens State W 102-80
Delta State* W 100-83
Miss. Coil.* W 98-69
UT-Martin* W 75-65
North Ala.* L 105-73

2

I

25
28

Livingston* W 98-87
I-IA-H~~ntsvillaW
. . . .-...- ....- .. 11
. . 6-87
- -.
west Ga*,
w 91-66
Deha State* w 82-77
Miss. toll,+
L 95-88
UT-Martin*
- . ...-. -.. .
.Home
.- . . . North Ala.*
Home
Troy State*
Away

2
7
11
16
18
23'
25
28

2

Val. State*

Oct. 1-2
Oct. 7-9
Nov. 2-4
Nov. 12-13

J DIVISION
6-0
6-1
4-2
3-3
2-3
2-5
1-4
1-6

S DIVISION
1. Gamecocks

6-0

Faulkner
Home
LaGrange
Away
Faulkner
Away
Lincoln-Mem.(2)Home
Lincoln-Mem.(2)Home
Ala-Birm.
Away

ABAC Jamboree Away
Birm. Southern Away
Wofford
Away
S. CSpartanburg Away
UT-Martin
Home
Echerd Coll.
Away
N. C. GreensbroAway
Rollins
Away
Wis. Stout
Away
Abilene Chr.
Away
Shorter
Home
Berry
Home
Mobile Coll.
Home
Lin. Mem.
Away
Away
Lee Coll.

MARCH
1
2
5
9
11
17
18
19
23
25
26
27
29

Livingston* W 102-87
MUW
W 94-46
West Ga.*
W 95-79
Delta State* L 74-65
Miss. Coll.* W 63-58
UT-Martin*
Home
North Ala.*
Home
Troy State*
Away

Val. State*

Away

Gulf South Conference game

TOURNAMENT
Charles Coody
W. Texas Inv.
Tri-State Classic
Stetson Univ.
Ala. Intercollegiate
FI. Citrus Bowl Inv.

1. Bomb Squad
2. Run & Gun
3.N0 Name
4. Fighting Irish
5. Sand Mt. Succesion
6. Jail Birds
7. Air Apparent
Spurtom Warriors

Berry Tour.
Livingston*
Montevallo
West Ga.*
MUW
Delta State*
Miss. Coil.*
UT-Martin*
North Ala.*
Montevallo

Away

Gulf South Conference game

DATE
Sept. 10-11

Kennesaw W 84-70
Talladega W 103-79
Val. State*
W98-64
Troy State* W 123-69
Kennesaw W104-88

1 MARCH

MARCH
2

W 96-81
L 89-79

17
20
22
23
24
26

Aub.-Mont.
Montevallo
Birm.-Southern
Val. Statea(2)
Columbus Coll.
Eastern Ky.(2)
Cumberland(2)
Kennesaw
Troy State*(2)
Berry
Loras Coll.
Carleton Coll.
Columbus Coll.
West Ga.*(2)

Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away

SITE
4th place
1st place
5th place
2nd place
1st lace

DATE
Feb. 15-16
March 21-22
March 29-31
April 9-10
April 15-16
A ~ r i22-24
l

2. Boomin System
Luttrell Crew
4. Stars
20 Below 0
6. Pannell Wildcats
Alpha-Holics
8. "71"

TOURNAMENT
SITE
Pizza Hut Int.
St. Louis Miss.
TSU Invitational Eufaula Ala.
Southern Inter.
Alex City Ala.
Bent Brook Int.
Birmingham
Southeastern Col. Valdosta Ga.
GSC Tour.
Lake Eufaula

4-2
4-2
3-3
3-3
2-4
2-4
0-4

u DIVISION
1. No Money
2. Hawks
3. Attack Iraq
Stops

APRIL
1
Kennesaw
Away
3
North Ala.
Home
Miles(2)
Home
5
Val. State*(2) Home
6
Berry
- - Home
8
North Ala.
way
9
11
Aub.-Mont.
Away
13
Troy State*(2) Away
16
Montevallo
Away
LaGrange
Home
18
20
West Ga.72) Home
22
Shorter
Home
Cumberland(2) Away
27
29
Shorter
Away
Gulf South Conference game

6-0
4-1
4-2
4-2

5. Shooters
6, Vikings
7. Pink Elephants
8. Cossa's Raiders

GAMECOCK
DIVISION
1.Some White Guys
2. Hops
3. The Heat
4. Wellington
Mobil
6. BCM
Delta Chi B
ROTC

12
21
25
26

UAB
Georgia St.
Samford
UAH

Away
Home
Home
Away

MARCH
6
8
9

11
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
25
26

Birm. Southern Away
Woff ord
Away
S. C.Spartanburg Away
UT-Martin
Home
Away
Echerd Coll.
Florida Southern Away
Evansville
Away
Cornell
Away
Abilene Chr.
Away
Shorter
Home
Berry
Home
Home
Mobile Coll.
Away
Lin. Mem. '
Lee Coll.
Away

Samford
Samford
UAH
Birm. Southern
GSC Matches
GSC Matches
GSC Matches
Shorter
GSC Tour.
GSC Tour.
GSC Tour.

FEBRUARY

FEBRUARY

Away
Home
Away

FEBRUARY

JANURARY
4-5
7
10
14
17
19
21
26
28
31

JANUARY
2
4-5
7
10
14
16
19
21
26
28

Berry
Alabama

FEBRUARY

UAB
Samford
UAH

&SC Matches

Away
Ho*
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
UNA
UNA
UNA

GSC Matches
GSC Matches
UAH
Birm. Southern
W. Georgia
Shorter
GSC Tour.
GSC Tour.
GSC Tour.

Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Delta
Delta
Delta

FEBRUARY
26
27

North Alabama* Away
Kennesaw
Home

Kennesaw
Troy State'
West Fla. Int,
Val. State
West Ga.'
Livingston*
Athens State
GSC Tour.
GSC Tour.

MARCH
1-2
5
7
11

13

West Ga. Int.
Athens State
Livingston*
Troy State'
Columbus Coll.

Away
Away
Home
Away
Away

UNA Int.

Away

Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Delta St
Delta St

All home Games Wlll Be Played At
Germanla Sprlngs Park

I

All Games Are Double Headers

FRATERNITY
CONFERENCE
3-2

0-7
5-0
5-1
4-2
2-3
2-3
1-4
1-4
1-4

1.
2.
3.
4.

Phi Beta Sigma
Kappa Alpha Psi
PiKappaPhi
Alapha Psi Alpha
Kappa Alpha
6. Alpha Tau Omega
Kappa Sigma

1. Heat
2.
Hornets

7-9
6-1
5-2
4-3
4-3
3-4
3-4
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-0

0-1

JANUARY
20
26

TN Tech Tour.
Murray State

4th
6th

FEBUARY
9
17
23

MTSU
Murray State
UT-Martin
NorthAla.

Home
Away
Away
Away

